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Approve Contract with TransLoc for Civic Lab Year 1 Pilot Projects 

Action
Prepared by:  Adrienne Moretz Approved by:  James Corless 
Attachments:  Yes

1. Issue:
Should SACOG approve a contract amendment with TransLōc to implement Civic Lab Year 1 
projects?

2. Recommendation:
The Transportation Committee recommends that the board authorize the Executive Director to 
negotiate and execute an amended contract with TransLōc to implement Civic Lab Year 1 
projects.

3. Background/Analysis:
The Transportation Committee unanimously recommended that the board authorize the 
Executive Director to negotiate and execute an amended contract with TransLōc, however, 
committee members requested a more detailed description of the services TransLōc will provide. 

SACOG has an existing contract with TransLōc for $50,000. This authorization will increase the 
contract amount to $93,000 to allow Translōc to offer additional microtransit modeling 
simulations to more jurisdictions that completed the Civic Lab program earlier this year.  

4. Discussion/Analysis:
In February 2018, SACOG released a Smart Mobility Challenge Request for Qualifications to pre-
qualify private sector vendors to implement Civic Lab Year 1 pilot projects. TransLōc was one of 
11 respondents, and TransLōc was ultimately selected as a prequalified vendor. TransLōc 
currently provides microtransit modeling services for Sacramento Regional Transit’s SmaRT 
Ride. The new work being coordinated in this contact is complementary and not duplicative of 
SmaRT Ride.

The existing TransLōc contract and scope of work is for microtransit modeling services and 
microtransit service. Microtransit modeling provides information on the feasibility of microtrasit 
in a community and routing that can be used to develop a pilot project and augment future 
micro- and traditional transit service. These services are delivered to member jurisdictions 
through this contract. These services are specifically for projects developed in Civic Lab Year 1. 

The Civic Lab teams from the cities of Rancho Cordova, Davis, and Sacramento have requested 
microtransit modeling and implementation services from TransLōc. Because the total funding 
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amount of services requested exceed the executive director’s independent signing authority,  
board authorization is required.
 
TransLōc estimates the services at over $550,000, however, TransLōc will encumber the 
majority of the expenses, as this is a public-private partnership. The funding requests are listed 
below:
 
Civic Lab Team Service Request Status Amount
City of Rancho Cordova Microtransit modeling services in existing contract $25,000
City of Davis Microtransit modeling services in existing contract $25,000 

City of Sacramento Microtransit modeling service Amendment request $25,000
City of Rancho Cordova Microtransit implementation Amendment request $18,000

$93,000

An overview of the service and pricing breakdown can be found in Attachment A. The existing 
contract can be found in Attachment B.

5. Fiscal Impact/Grant Information:
There is no fiscal impact beyond what was previously budgeted. This contract falls within the 
board approved Civic Lab Year 1 funding.

6. This staff report aligns with the following SACOG Work Plan Goals:
5 - Establish the Sacramento Region as an Innovator & Test-Bed for New Ideas
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What is a Microtransit Pilot?
The goal of a microtransit pilot is to deploy smaller dynamic vehicles within a designated zone 
where riders can request trips. Unlike a full-scale system, a pilot is often live for approximately six 
months and provides proof of concept for microtransit in one zone before deciding on expansion. 
This allows your agency to serve riders with better coverage and frequency while providing the 
data and demand you need to gain funding for more long-term solutions.

Your microtransit pilot implementation and progress are critical steps for deploying a full-scale 
microtransit system. A well-implemented pilot program is just as important as the software that 
powers your operations. It is our mission to come in as your partner to help from the concept 
through execution. 

PILOT PROCESS FULL DEPLOYMENT
Procured through sole source or traditional pro-

curement methods
Procured through traditional procurement methods

Involves setting up a service for the first time in a 
new zone

Expands on the zone identified by the pilot

Runs for 6 months Contracted for a multi-year period

1-3 vehicles are deployed during a pilot in a smaller, 
specific service area

Vehicle count/area is expanded on for full 
deployment

Disclaimer: The information in this table is true for a typical pilot and full-scale deployment.

1 SETUP 2 OPERATION

3 EXECUTION
BOOK RIDES MANAGE TRIPS (AND YOUR BUDGET) IMPROVE THE PASSENGER EXPERIENCE

Passengers request rides via their mobile phone or 
online & dispatchers field calls to book rides from 

anywhere.

OnDemand optimizes driver directions & groups 
rides/riders based on origin/destination, making your 
system more efficient & economical—automagically! 

Your passengers stay in the know with real-time tracking and 
get alerts when their ride is close—reducing their wait time 

and keeping passenger satisfaction at an all-time high.
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DEFINE REGIONS SCHEDULE SERVICES ASSIGN VEHICLES

Map out service area 
regions.

Configure operating hours 
to best fits your needs.

Pre-allocate vehicles to 
regions & services—change 

them at any time. 
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Left on Main St.

DIRECT OPERATORS SIMPLIFY DISPATCH OVERSEE SERVICES

Vehicle operators get iPads 
that automatically track & 

direct rides.

Dispatchers log in to one 
intuitive dashboard to 

manage services.

Administrators can review 
historical data in real time & 

access in-depth reporting

RIDERSHIP REPORTS

Your ride is 
1 Min. Away

12:31 pm

Figure 2.1 The deployment lifecycle: This displays the lifecycle of how TransLoc deploys microtransit for our customers.
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HOW TRANSLOC DEPLOYS 
MICROTRANSIT
Our implementation process allows for a seam-
less deployment of your microtransit system. 
We walk you through the setup of your system, 
detailed training sessions, and an impactful 
service launch. There are currently 34 agencies 
using TransLoc’s software to power microtransit 
and over 1 million rides requested through our 
app. We will help you successfully launch your 
service and future-proof the system to remain 
in lockstep with the changes of mobility. Our 
success stems from a dedicated microtransit 
implementation team and user-centric software 
for you and your riders. 

YOUR PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
We understand that a new microtransit system 
is no easy task to implement. To assist you in 
conducting a successful pilot from start to 
finish, TransLoc has structured and trained 
our microtransit implementation team to 
work with you from the day your proposal is 
signed, so they can jump right into project 
management. The team will provide constant 
support, resources for success, and guidance 
on how to improve your service. We pair the 
best demand-response software on the market 
with a team of industry experts to maximize 
the benefit of your agency’s new system. 
 
 
 

The pilot implementation period is broken out 
into three phases.

Phase One - System Understanding & Planning
The microtransit implementation team will work 
with you to understand the nuances of your sys-
tem. MIT will deploy the best service possible 
for your unique pilot design. They will review 
your needs assessment and conduct a struc-
tured kick-off and check-in calls. Check-in calls 
are used to keep an understanding of the key 
goals and objectives and the progress of your 
pilot.

Phase Two - System Design & Simulation
We use our MicroTransit Simulator to identify 
key performance indicators to help guide the 
pilot. The outputs of the Simulator are delivered 
by the Quantitative Mobility Team. QMT will 
walk your agency through the Simulator’s output 
report and how to best implement your new sys-
tem and achieve your ideal service application.

Phase Three - Finalization of Pilot & Service 
Launch
As we know how challenging a service change 
like this can be, we recommend agencies begin 
with a small-scale pilot for 3-6 months before 
engaging in a full-scale launch. Our role is not to 
drop technology in your lap and expect you to 
make it work. We act as your partner in prepar-
ing materials tailored for your agency, training 
your staff, and providing further optimizations 
to your service. TransLoc will provide support 
and ongoing proactive information on how your 
microtransit system is operating. 

3. The Pilot Implementation Process
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*The Pilot Period duration for this agreement is six (6) months.

This Pilot Proposal (“Agreement”) is entered between TransLoc Inc. (“Company”), and the Customer listed below

(“Customer”), effective as of the of the last signature date. This Agreement includes the above licenses and  
support (the “Services”) and incorporates the above Cost Proposal as well as the Terms and Conditions available at  
www.transloc.com/microtransit-terms-and-conditions that contains, among other things, warranty disclaimers, liability 
limitations and use limitations.

• Tablets (Apple iPad Mini) and cellular data service plans not included

• Customer agrees to work with TransLoc to develop a case study, mutually agreeable press release, and provides 
TransLoc with the ability to use Customer as a reference.

• The grand total of the “TransLoc Subsidized Microtransit Pilot Pricing ” is to be paid with the delivery of the Simulation 
report.

8. Microtransit Pilot Pricing 

NOTE: In addition to the $25,000 pilot price the participating cities can opt for one-year service 
extensions through this proposal. Post-pilot pricing can be found on the following page. The City 
of Rancho Cordova has requested their one-year extension for three vehicles which would result in 
an additional $18,000 of funding from this project. The other cities in Challenge 3 and the City of 
Davis will also be eligible for a year of the month-by-month pricing on the next page.
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Post-Pilot Pricing

SACOG Challenge partners are eligible for the following reduced post-pilot software license and 
support rates. Rates are good for month-to-month software extensions and/or long-term service 
agreements executed within 15 months of pilot proposal execution.

POST-PILOT PRICING 

New Region/ Use Case Design and 
Launch Services

$25,000 per region and/or use case

1-5 Vehicles $500 per vehicle per month license & support

6-10 Vehicles $450 per vehicle per month license & support

11-20 Vehicles $400 per vehicle per month license & support

21-30 Vehicles $350 per vehicle per month license & support

31+ Vehicles $300 per vehicle per month license & support
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